HEALTH
OPTIMIZING
EYE-SUPPORT
We proudly introduce this natural and noninvasive supplement, proven to offer
superior prevention and improvement of
dry eyes and eye fatigue. The combination
of ingredients is highly effective, as
proven in multiple published
clinical trials.

KEY BENEFITS

ABOUT
Our 22 years of experience
assessing people's health inspired
Health Optimizing Supplements;
born from a desire to provide real
solutions for people around the
world for maintaining health at
home; to create a sustainable, longlasting positive impact, as additional
fuel to lead a healthy, happy life.

UNIQUE
INGREDIENTS
Our formula includes the patented
Maqui berry extract, MaquiBright®,
as a primary ingredient! The Maqui
berry is the most powerful superfruit on the planet. Our proprietary
extract is a super-concentrate of the
anthocyanins that provides the
benefits. When combined with
ultra-purified Omega-3 oil, it creates
truly transformational results!

Provides superior prevention and reduction of dry eyes
Proven to reduce eye fatigue and associated symptoms
Decreases severity and frequency of ocular symptoms
Improves lacrimal gland function and tear fluid generation
Eliminates bothersome symptoms, like irritation, blurred
vision, sensitivity to light, and more
Sufficient dosage of both ingredients which, according to
clinical trials, generates optimal results for the eyes

STANDARD DAILY DOSAGE
One capsule should be taken every morning and evening.
The recommended dosage of our eye-support formula contains:
100mg MaquiBright® (50mg per capsule)
1000mg Omega-3 - 2:1 DHA:EPA (500mg per capsule)

PRODUCT COMBINATIONS
Health Optimizing Eye-Support is an all-in-one product for the
eyes only, and is obsolete when supplementing Health
Optimizing Anti-Aging or Health Optimizing Gluco-Support
in combination with Health Optimizing Omega-EPA.

NO NEGATIVE SIDE EFFECTS
According to clinical trials with a double dosage, "side effects"
are profound anti-aging properties, antioxidant effects, and
improvement of insulin resistance and blood sugar regulation.

PROVEN BY CLINICAL TRIALS
There is a vast amount of documentation proving the efficacy of our unique formula. We have put together a
PDF document highlighting the most important findings, available upon request. This is a strong indicative
factor of the power of Health Optimizing Supplements, as most supplements on the market are not as
extensively backed by clinical trials.

